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gazing with mingled admiration and sus
‘ Let me take your property^and leave
The false husband could not look up to | 4‘ 2
_ ___
iwv
So long as
you_are left to me «uv»
and love
picion upon his sweet wife, for the first yourself only to her, Kemble. ?Let a year
meet
the
clear open gaze of the eye that me, so long as our dear child lives to be
time a defendant and pleader for herself‘ be given for the trial. If at the end of
JAMES K. REMICH.
sought his own. He felt as if she had be-,! the bond of our wedded love, nothing exbefore him.
111 d O'TTY O IA L Y1TT/T1T
TvitVl •
f
n<- z-»
1,-»^^.
1•
that time, she prove worthy of.you, I will come an angel as a judgment
Office on the Main Street, over D. Reinich’s Bookstore.
upon him
; traneous
can make me less
cheerful1 or di‘ I felt he thought I had married you be the first to worship her and do homage
yet
his knowledge of her showed him it; minish my happiness. Let
us
this
eveLet us this evedear Kemble, because I knew you to be to the sex?
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year. In
was nothing more than her own pure and !; »juig
ning mu
call the
coachman anu
and footman,
and
ujju cuauuuiaii
looiuiaii, and
rich.
I
then
would
not
tell
you
of
the
i Be it as you will? said Keinble bitter devoted spirit that thus nobly manifested the two females and dismiss them with a
terest will be charged on all subscriptions which remain
first
meeting,
lest
you
too
might
think
so
!
ly. ‘ I can have no peace otherwise. The itself. He would have shrunk from his month’s wages. To-morrow you can send
unpaid at the expiration of the year. No paper dis.
J|
continued, except at the option of the publisher, until Let me look into your face my husband!’ sacrifice shall be offered?
contemplated treachery but could not. the horses and carriage to the mart.
she said, with gentle reproof; ‘ your coun
all arrearages are paid.
4 When will you commence the ordeal ?’ He seemed bound by a spell to carry for
‘But what will your friends say, Cathe
tenance
wears,
too,
the
same
expression
[EFThe publisher does not hold himself responsi
‘ To-morrow. You shall be the recipi ward his purpose to its issue. He re rine, when they know you have been re
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the as his ! Kemble, Neal Gordon has been ent of my property. I will separate it
amount charged for its insertion.
speaking to you, and filling your mind from myself and proveto you that your mained silent for»a few moments, holding duced to sell your carrriage !’
her soft white hand in his, while her eyes
‘ I do not live for them Kemble, but for
with evil thoughts towards the wife of suspicions are unfounded, and that your
were fixed with deep and tender interest you. If you can bear it, I have no feeling
your
bosom
!
Speak,
Kemble,
and
tell
lovely victim will prove the mb|t virtuous upon his troubled countenance. 4 Nay, or thought beyond? she answered with a
MISCELLANY
me truly !’
and loving of her sex, as she ij the most Catherine, dear, I cannot gripve you? he quiet and firm dignity. He felt that he
‘ Yes, Catherine—you have rightly di lovely?
?.
THE YOUNG WIFE’S TRI IL.
at length made a painful effoft to say ;— could almost worship her. But the trial
vined his thoughts?
.‘AW Perrons,’ said Neal Gordon, ‘ you cannot, 1 feel well assured, receive vvas'but begun.
A SEQUEL TO “ WOODCOCK SHOOTING.”
‘And do you think as he does?’ she with the look of a man who anticipates vic
the announcement 1 have to make, with
[Continued from last number.J
said, holding herself at arms’ length from tory on his own side.
[7b be continued.]
out its deeply affecting you?
him, and looking steadily into his face,
“ Ah, love was never yet without
‘ Nous Perrons,’ said Kemble, sadly;
‘ Oh, speak freely and honestly, Kem
The pang, the agony, the doubt:—
her eyes glistening with tears, her bosom ‘ God help my poor wife and forgive me,
[Correspondence of the N. Y. Tribune.]
ble. Fear me not. If Providence hath
That love had arrows well she knew;
heaving with emotion, and her whole per for I feel, Neal Gordon, that you have be
sent evil upon us, he hath also sent us ANOTHER TERRIBLE RIOT IN CIN
Alas ! she found them poisoned too.—Byron.
son animate and eloquent with love and come my evil spirit, and have tempted
good in our life time, and we ought to be
CINNATI.
u Oh can she change who seemed to love so truly
grief. 4 Oh, Kemble, speak or my heart me to consent to a great and cruel wrong
willing to receive the evil also. I have
C
incinnati, Tuesday, Jan. 11, 1842,
In a few moments afterwards the cou will break ?’
against which my better spirit revolts?
tried to bear the prosperity to which your
Our city is at this moment in a state of tre
The husband gazed an instant on his
sins separated, and Kemble Powell re
Here his cousin took his leave, and love has elevated me with the humility be
turned with a heavy heart to his home. young wife, on whose eloquent face was Kemble lay awake half the night, alter coming the station from which you took mendous excitement. Yesterday, after bank
ing hours, it was rumored that the Miami Ex
Catherine knew his ring and met him in written the depth and purity of her wedded nately resolving and repenting.
The me ; I shall pray for strength to the same porting Co. Bank and the Bank of Cincinnati,
love—the language of the deepest and morning, however, found him resolved to
the hall.
source that has hitherto kept me humble, both old broken concerns, had stopped pay
‘ Dear Kemble? she said after kissing most fervent attachment to himself. • In offer his sweet wife, who lay asleep in in to give me patience to bear adversity ; for ment. This morning, at about 9 o’clock, a
him fondly, ‘I am delighted to see you nocence and truth beamed from her tear nocence and peace on his arm, a victim to I fear Kemble, in these times of great pe crowd in consequence assembled before the
door of the latter bank, and a notice was soon
home so soon! When you and cousin ful eyes, and sincerity shone on every lin foul suspicion and mistrust.
cuniary vicissitudes, that it is something of hung
out upon the door that they had sus
Neal get together you seldom part so ear eament of her lovely countenance. Her
The day on which Kemble Powell had this nature you would inform me.
pended for twenty days. When the doors
ly. I wish he would get a wife, it would love could not be mistaken ! Never wo decided on making the trial of his loving
Is it not so?’ she asked, smiling, and were opened to hang out this notice, a rush
be so pleasant then for us to visit togeth man loved, if she loved not him who stood wife’s devotion, to gratify the cruel nature playfully touching his cheek.
was made for the inside, and all its contents,
reproved and humble before her. Silent of his friend, Neal Gordon, had arrived.
er?
‘ Your penetration, Catherine, has sav consisting of desks, counters and the vaults
ly
he
pressed
her
to
his
heart,
and
then
By this time she had led him to his uIt was evening, and his wife had just ed me. the pain of the communication I were broken and thrown into the street.
sual seat by the evening hearth, and he knelt to ask her forgiveness !
Money to the amount of $224,000 was taken
dropped the curtains over the windows of
The next day Neal Gordon called on the tasteful little keeping room, where she have been so reluctant to make. But I from the vault.
had not yet spoken a word.
am surprised, I confess, at the indifference
The mob then went to the Miami Bank,
‘ Are you ill, dear Kemble V she asked his cousin. He found him seated reading used to read, sew, and amuse herself with which you manifest in case your suspicions
which they broke open and destroyed its con
with that tender and touching anxiety so a story of Miss Leslie’s to his wife, while her child. A shade lamp was lighted and should be proved to you to be true?
tents. The Exchange Bank, adjoining the
beautiful in a young wife ; and her large she was making a pretty cap for a beauti placed upon her elegant India workstand,
Miami, of which John Bates, the well known
‘
And
are
they
not
true,
husband
?
Now
sweet eyes sought his with watchful ten ful infant, asleep on her lap, where the and an air of tasteful comfort pervaded have you any thing more to tell me than West Union financier, was an officer, was
nurse had just laid it. She received him the apartment.
derness?
that you have lost money in some one of next assailed. A run was made upon him,
With an effort he threw off the cloud with a sweet, forgiving smile, to which he
Kemble had been absent all day, having these immense bank failures, and that I and he continued to redeem all his issues, un
that had gathered over his soul, and re- was insensible, and apologized for not ri sent her word at noon that he should dine must be content to part with some of the til the mob broke in and destroyed every
thing. Thence they crossed over to Longee’s
sing, with a fond mother’s glance at the out with his friend Gordon. She was
turning her caresses, said kindly,
luxuries with which your affectionate office, who was godfather to the Savings
babe on her knee. Kemble received him now momently expecting him, and her
‘ No, not ill, sweetest?
pride has surrounded me. Truly, now, Bank at Louisville. This was likewise de
with his usual frankness, and as he press- <ear was attentive that love might catch the '
‘ Something ails you, Kemble ?’
dear Kemble, is it anything more or stroyed ; and the crowd gathered at the cor
ed his hand directed his attention, by a first
;
f Nothing?
foot-fall upon the marble steps before worse ?’
ner of Third and Main streets. A strong dis
look
of
mingled
parental
and
connubial
4 Yes, there is a weight on your mind
he rang at the door. At length the long
4 Indeed it is not, Catherine?^said Kem position on the part of the mob was manifest
<
spite of the smile with which you would pride, to his wife and child! Neal repli- expected
bell sounded, but with a harder ble, looking at her serene face with sur ed to destroy the Traders & Mechanics’
Bank ; but they continued to redeem their
disguise it from me. Tell me what it is !•’ ed by a cynical smile, when Kemble felt ¡and quicker ring than Kemble’s, so that prise,
]
and in his heart wishing Neal Gor notes, which were nothing more than certifi
,while she flew into the hall her heart half <
It is vain to resist the soft and endear like knocking him down.
don were present to see her also.
cates of deposite with promises to pay in
Never had Kemble’s sweet wife ap- jfeared it might not be him. She lingered
ing entreaties of a loving and affectionate
‘ Then why this sorrow, and reluctance current Bank notes, and thus escaped. How
peared
to
such
advantage
;
never
before
1
wife. Woman is man’s sympathizing an
therefore until the liveried footman open- 1to break it to me ?’
this most disgraceful riot will end, time only
gel, and she will find out the grief, that had she shown such g’race of mind and ied the door, when she beheld her husband
‘Because, Catherine, I know how a can show. A few of the military have been
manner
;
never
had
she
appeared
so
in;
she may soothe, allay and sympathize.
and sprang to meet him. She instantly, wife
1
living in the style you do, must feel to called out, but have effected little. They
—so
fascinating ;—and when at with
i
‘ Now, dearest Kemble, you must let teresting
the quick jealousy ui
of love,
detected aa 1be told her husband has met with rever marched through the crowd with fixed bay
1
4l
1
1 A. xl
JUVC, UCICUIUU
me share whatever troubles you. You length she left the room, followed by her change in his countenance, and he retUrn- ses, and that she must remove from her onets, but they were soon attacked and com
pelled to retreat. As they retired they were
are cruel and selfish to bear it all yourself. nurse and babe, Neal Gordon questioned ed the welcome grasp of her hand with a position in society?
ordered to fire upon the mob, which they
in
his
mind
if
she
were
not
all
Kemble
be

Have I proved unworthy of my husband’s
sad smile that cut to her very heart. She
‘ There may be wives, Kemble, who did. Their guns were loaded with blank
lieved her to be. He had called to know asked him no question, though painfully are so selfish that at such a moment they cartridges,
confidence V
however, and only two or three
‘ This very hesitation shows me there how she explained her silence ; for he so impressed with the idea of pending evil, would think more of themselves, perhaps, were slightly injured. Cincinnati is disgrac
is. Has cousin Neal said any thing in his well knew Kemble as to be certain he but waited until she could be alone with than of their husbands. Yoti know I am ed forever in the eyes of those who love order
phillipics against wives to lessen your love would speak to her on the subject the mo him, out of hearing of the servants. He not selfish where you are interested, dear and respect the laws.
The authorities seem to be lamentably in
ment he reached home. That he had followed her silently into the little room, Kemble, she said affectionately ! If this
for yours ?’ she archly inquired,
spoken to her, and that it was all satis where slept his child in its cradle, anfl loss you mention is to cause you to change active. Many people think they could have
‘ No Catherine, but------ ’
effected nothing if they had tried; but others
‘ What has he said ?’ she asked playfully. factorily explained he was assured, both bending over it kissed it, while his heart your position from the sphere which both allege that, had they been promptly on the
from
his
happy
manner
and
her
increased
smote him for the cruel part he was pre by birth and education you grace and spot, they could easily have prevented the
Kemble was silent for a few seconds,
and then, looking searchingly, as he had desire to please the narrator, whom she paring to act towards its mother—the adorn, I shall indeed mourn and deeply disgrace.
Five o’clock. The crowd is still great, but
never looked before, into her open and felt had endangered her happiness and dearly cherished and honored wife of his feel it. But for myself alone I care not.
But Neal Gordon’s suspicions My sympathies, my beloved Kemble, the mob have ceased their active operations.
frank countenance, where love and truth peace of mind. But it was a delightful bosom.
Several of them have been arrested, and are
reigned side by side with peace and gen trait in Mrs. Powell’s character to strive had so poisoned his own mind, that he felt would be wholly yours?
now in jail. About $24,000 were found up
to please those whom she was so unfortu he could have no peace until the trial was
tleness, said coldly,
‘ You speak like an angel, Catherine? on their persons. There will be a strong
nate
as
to
have
for
her
enemies.
In
this
made. After kissing the infant and smi said Kemble with animation. ‘You are guard out to-night to protect the Banks that
4 Catherine, did you ever see me before
the day I was Woodcock Shooting with way she soon made them all her friends. ling upon it, he threw himself upon a so indeed a wife to do honor to a husband ! are in good repute.
my cousin Neal, and you invited us into But Neal Gordon was incorrigible ! The fa, and heaving a deep sigh covered his It is true I have met, with a small loss.
sweeter and gentler she was to him, the face with his hands.
Catherine gazed The United States Bank stock has been
your mother’s house ?’
There was a small riot at Louisville, Ky.,
The wife blushed with a deeper and more artful and insincere he believed her upon him a few seconds in silent misgiving for some time depreciating, and to-day I on the receipt of the Shinplaster Riot in Cin
to
be.
If
ever
a
woman
could
turn
him
aand then approaching him softly, gently have sold out at a sacrifice that must ren cinnati. The office of Laugee & Moore was
deeper suffusion, and for a moment seem
der a slight change in our style of living attacked, but little damage done. One of the
ed painfully silent, while the penetrating side from his prejudices and make a con laid her hand upon his arm.
and inquiring gaze of her husband was fix vert to her truth and sincerity, that wo
1 Dear Kemble, you are ill? she said in not only proper but necessary. I am in rioters was arrested.
ed upon her ingenuous face. At length man was Mrs. Kemble Powell. But it those sweet tones of affectionate solicitude deed sorry on your account, for I shall
was a hopeless task to convert so confirm that can only come from a young and fond have to lessen my expenses which are
An Appalling Occurrence took place
she smiled and said,
4 Yes, dear Kemble—why do you ask ed an infidel.
wife’s lips. His treacherous heart smote now four thousand dollars a year to twen at the Bowery Amphitheatre, on Saturday
evening. Mr, David Watkins, of 743 Fourth
‘ Well, Kemble V said he by way of a- him, but he remained silent. He felt a ty-five hundred?
it so seriously ?’
visited the establishment on that even
postrophe, as the door closed after the destiny nerved him to his fearful trial, and
4 Where was it ?’
‘ If you do not grieve, Kemble, at this, street,
ing with his wife and child, a little girl of
‘ At the village church? she answered destined victim of his prejudices.
I
shall
not?
said
his
wife
cheerfully.
while he worked to avoid it he could not.
about four years, and being uno ole to get
‘Well, Gordon, I have spoken with
embarrassed.
4 But you will have to part with your through the crowd at the Bowery entrance,
‘ Tell me, dearest Kemble, what it is that
Catherine.
’
‘ And why did you always lead me to
troubles you ; for I feel you have no fever. carriage and horses which I presented to passed around to the entrance on Chrystie
‘ And what artful excuse does she ply If it is not illness it is a mental burden that you the day after your marriage?
street, intending to enter the Amphithea
suppose you had first seen me when I
you with ?’ he asked sarcastically.
came to your house ?’
‘ I will do so cheerfully ; we don’t need tre through the Menagerie.—Among the ani
gives you this unwonted sadness.
mals in the collection was a young leopard,
‘ None. Her statement is stamped
(I did not Kemble ! You had never
Speak to me and make me your confi it, Kemble. I ride very little you know, which was supposed to be so tame that it
with the soul of truth and innocence of
asked me!’
and
you
never
get
into
it.
You
will
keep
dent ; perhaps I can administer to your re
was kept uncaged, and had no security ex
4 Yet ’tis strange you never mentioned design.’
cept a chain of some eight or ten feet in
lief. There is? she added smiling, ‘ a your gig and saddle horses?
‘
I
expected
you
would
find
her
an
an

it!’
‘ No? replied Kemble firmly, being re length. As Mr. Watkins and his family were
great charm in a wife’s necromancy?
4 I should have done so before we were gel of light,’ he said with a sneer.
solved as some atonement to his wife, to passing the leopard, it made a sudden spring,
‘ I am not ill, Catherine,’ he said, pres punish himself as well as deprive her of and catching the child’s head in its mouth,
‘ I will not get angry with you, Neal, for
married, Kemble,’ said the wife, with
dragged her from her mother’s arms. Mrs.
sweet embarrassment in her voice and I wish you to have full conviction of your sing her to his heart, and kissing her brow her means of enjoyment.
manner, ‘ but I thought you would think error both with reference to Catherine and as if he would atone by affection for the
4 Then I shall grieve, indeed, for your Watkins instantly swooned and fell to the
less of me if I told you I had noticed and her whole sex. She has satisfied me that wrong he was meditating. Catherine felt sake, dear Kemble? she said sadly ; and floor. Quite a number of people were in the
Menagerie at the time, and their shrieks
happy at this proof of undiminished ten
remembered you from only seeing you there is no cause for censuring her.
he could not but confess in the bottom of brought one of the keepers to the spot, who
derness,
and
all
doubts
of
her
having
in
once in church, when it was plain I had en
his heart that she felt only for him to the forced the animal to let go its hold upon the
‘ Nay—if you had not interrogated her
any way incurred his displeasure instantly total disregard of herself.
tirely escaped your notice?
child. The poor creature was found to be
she would have mentioned it to me 1 But
But why have you never alluded to it your question and the prompt inferences, were dissipated ; for such a suspicion had
‘ But John and Thomas, the coachman dreadfully lacerated about her head and face,
already began to disturb her mind.
since our marriage ?’
and footman, will have to be dismissed, one of her eyes nearly torn from its socket,
which she saw you drew from her answer,
Tell me then, Kemble, what ails you. Catherine? he added, looking at her face and the flesh torn in a shocking manner.
‘ I have several times when alone led her to withhold it from me, lest possi
thought of mentioning it to you, and one bly I might suspect, as you did, the purity Has anything happened to you ?’ she in like a chirurgeon, who feels the pulse of Every possible assistance was rendered to
the little sufferer, and some hopes are enter
day, when your cousin was here, had it on of her intentions. Now all this was very quired anxiously.
his patient under a protracted operation of tained of her recovery, though her eye is
my lips :—when something in his face natural.’
‘No, dearest, not me—but to you—that surgery.
gone, and should she survive she will remain
which led me to think he would ridicule
is, I feel distressed on your account, and
‘ Very,’ dryly replied his cousin.
‘ We can do very well with but one greatly disfigured. The exposure of their
such a reminiscence, prompted me to de
‘ I am fully and more than ever con- not on mine?
man servant, James! and I will keep but visitors to the attacks of such a ferocious ani
mal, by the proprietors of the concern, mer
fer speaking of it until such time as he vinced of her love for me alone,’ said
one
nurse, and dismiss my seamstress?
‘ What can affect me that cannot also
its the severest reprehension. The condition
was not present: the next day he was Kemble, with warmth. I am only asha have its effect upon you, dear Kemble ?
4 Indeed, Catherine, this is too great a in
which the animal was allowed to remain,
conversing with me, and suddenly be ask med of myself for ever doubting it.’
Speak out freely, and be assured I shall sacrifice?
admits of no excuse, from its wanton careed me the same question you have now
4 I am not convinced though, and shall not shrink from any thing, so it fall alone
‘ I do not feel it as such. All the feel lessness.—Aetc York Express.
done. I answered him in the affirmative. continue to doubt till the truth may be upon me. Speak then and do not heed ing I have has reference to the effect of
He then asked if 1 learned who you were, tested by actions rather than words.’
me. What has occurred ? You are not all this upon you, dear Kemble. If I
Carroll Superior Court met at Ossi
and that you were rich ? On my saying
4 You allude to that diabolical scheme, ill—you have not ceased to love me—nor knew you would patiently bear this re pee on the second Tuesday of January.
that I did, his face, at all times so ex again I’
to love your child—for never have you verse, I should not think it worth speak There were only seventeen cases on the dock
pressive of his feelings, assumed such a
‘ Yes. You cannot be sure that she shown more affection to us. What then ing about after this moment?
et, most of those were petitions for divorce.
singular and unpleasant expression that loves yourself alone, till you separate can make me unhappy ? I see within my
* You are a noble creature, Catherine ! Among the divorces we noticed that of Brig,
I could not, with the aid of one or two yourself from your property.’
arm’s reach all I love, and know that all 1 did not know half your worth before. J Gen. William Chesley, of Durham, for the
words he let drop, but divine the thoughts
Kemble groaned and clenched his hands is safe ! What then have I to fear ? Speak can’t understand bow you can be so light adultery and elopement of his wife with one
Jackson, who is now suffering
passing in his mind?
together. His cousin had once more a- | dear Kemble, and relieve your mind from ly affected by these melancholy changes Thompson
the penalty of his crime in the gaol in this
4 And what were they V asked Kemble, wakened mistrust in his bosom.
the weight that seems to depress it?
in prospect?
county.— Dover Gaz,
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I The Speaker was directed to issue his
Eighteen Days Later from China.
the home valuation could be obtained, was
MAUVE LEGrISUATUE.E
¡summons to the Selectmen of Brewer and The ship Probus Capt. Summers, arrived at
to add the foreign invoice price to the ex
1 Bradlev informing them that there is a va- New York on Thursday, wuh Macao advices
pense of importation ; he trusted that all who
Tuesday, Feb. I. In the Senate, Mr. East- canc 7 gajd Rein.esenlalive district.
j to the 4th October. The ship Valparaiso sailTuesday, Feb. 1. The Senate met at 12 I■vere
were opposed
opposeu to the
me scueiiiu
ui home
iimnv valua........ man, from the Committee on the Jud iciary,, 1
M.drifime Frontier Committee were di- ed from China ten days after the Probus, and
scheme of
o’clock, pursuant to adjournment, for the pur- {tion proposed, would place on it their seal of, reported legislation inexpedient on an Order |
ed {o ur<re
n
consideration ot was spoken by the latter off the Cape o<’Good
pose of attending the funeral obsequies of the {condemnation. The highest amount of an-> ,...........
»---------------J
.
....... ..................
— —
e|afing
to Executions on Recognizances
for , vo-gre»
c
ess u,v
thebitl:iporlance
of a..........
military
road |wP<!- She
«•-may,
-«v therefore, be
h* expected soon,
_
late N. F. Dixon, a Senator from the State of {nual importations was not over one hundred debt—also, ...
— —
»_Ca.|ais
. to Houlton.
.
upon
an Order m
in ^Ut.nn
relation tn
t0 frotn°
..................................... j We copy from the Journal of Commerce and
Rhode Island.
.and fifty millions ; this at the rate of twenty Claimants against insolvent estates. All of | Qrf]ered, that a joint select committee be the Herald extra, the news brought by (he
The committee of arrangements, pall-bear- per Cent, would not give more than twenty which were accepted.
I raised to take into consideration the subject Probus:
ers and mourners, attended at Mr. Clements,, 'millions, and was a high rate. How then
In the House, petitions were presented and 0( some alteration respecting the publishing |! “The capture of Amoy by the British forthe late residence of the deceased, at 11 o - <could they maintain their annual expenses at referred—of John Moor and sixty-five others,; of tbe Reports of the Slate, and securing the ces is confirmed ; and it is added that they
clock, A. M., at which time the corpse was jtwenty-five millions.
r
•
for the action of this Legislature m favor of copy
to the State, and Messrs. Sherburn, have gone into winter quarters at a port farremoved, in charge of the committee of ar Mr. Clay expressed his intention of offering rocul.i•ing
ntr an amendment of the Constitution ■ ge\ia|| an'd Pike were appointed on the part J ther to rhe north ward, name not mentioned.
rangements, attended by the Sergeant-at-arms a. series of resolutions to the general end of i of
< the United
” • ’ States, wherein it .......
:
The Chinese had circulated a report of the
provides
for" of the House.
of the Senate, to the Senate Chamber, when ,economy, of which he should first suhnut a the delivering up and return of
ot fugitive slaves •; , The
The Judiciary committee was directed
urrectea to recapture of
oi Amoy,
Amoy but it was utterly destithe funeral service was performed.
proposition to reduce the expenses ot y°.n' of cerlain inhabitants ot Turner, that the I enqmre into the expediency ofn repealing all tute
lute of foundation, On the contrary, jt is
At half past one o’clock the funeral pro gress by the reduction of the mileage of its¡question
,
.
II ------inj the Canton Register that the people
-- ...............
may .be referred ...
to the people to1, bounties
on animals.
... stated
ceeded from the Senate Chamber to the 'members, etc.
!' change the Constitution, so that the LegislaThe House proceeded to the consideration ! of Amoy district have offered to put tbetnrailroad depot on Pennsylvania Avenue,
The debate was further continued at some ,'
---- i..„..................................................
of• a_ resolve
authorising the erection of mnnmon selves under British protection.”
where the body was delivered to the relatives length hy Messrs. Linn, Sevier, Huntingion,;! ture may hold its session in the summer sea uments over the remains of the late Enoch
From a circular issued by Sir Henry Potof the deceased, at their special request, to be Buchanan and Woodbury, on the subject of [i son.
On motion of Mr. Dickey of Strong, Or- Lincoln and the remains of the late Hon. tinger, we learn that Amoy was taken pos
transported for interment to the place of his economy in the expenses of Government; af- !¡dered,
<
That the Committee on the Judiciary, William Delesdernier, which was on motion session of on the 26th August. The batteries
late residence, in the Stale of Rhode Island. ter which the motion of Mr. Simmons was ;be directed
to enquire into the expediency of of Mr. Dunn, referred to a joint select com and war junks which were placed for its de
carried—yeas 28, nays 14.
prohibiting
the sale or furnishing to be drunk mittee, consisting of Messrs. Bradbury, Wash fence mounted upwards of five hundred guns.
Wednesday, Feb. 2. In the Senate, Mr.
In the House, Mr. Gilmer continued his re- en
< on or within one mile of any company, burn, Otis, Pingree, Stevens of Sebec, Dunn The English suffered very little loss in taking
Evans presented resolutions ot the Legisla
the city.
regimental or brigade review of the and Smart, on the part of the House.
!
ture of Maine, rescinding its resolutions of marks from yesterday in advocacy of the i battalion,
We have no news from the fleet which
Mr. Otis called up the order providing for
of this State, any rum, brandy, gin,
1840, and in favor of the repeal of the Bank resolutions of censure of Mr. Adams. He Militia
wine or any other strong liquors, unless the the assessment of two hundred thousand dol- sailed northward from Canton, and nothing
commenced
by
proposing
to
Mr.
A.
to
with

rupt Law.
upon the several cities, towns and plan has transpired in regard to its intended opera
Mr. White presented resolutions of the ben draw bis proposition on which all were based, person so selling, or furnishing, be a licensed jI lars
tations
of the State, with liberty to vary the tions. A Canton letter of the 1st October
innholder
in
pursuit
ot
his
ordinary
business
if
Mr.
A.
would
withdraw
the
petition.
Mr.
ate of Indiana, passed by a majority of five to
sum not exceeding three per cent, and that says:
at
his
usual
place
of
prosecuting
the
same.
A.
declining
to
do
ibis,
stating
that
he
had
;
seven votes in favor of the repeal of the
“ There is no prospect of any settlement of
Mr. Bragg of Andover offered the follow one cent be assessed on each taxable poll,
Bankrupt Law. He expressed his opinion presented it under a solemn sense .of duty,
—Ordeixad, That the Committee on the and the residue on the taxable property these difficulties. The Emperor is as much
that the people of that State were in favor of and was not at liberty to withdraw, it, Mr. G. ing:
averse to a settlement as ever he was.
spoke for about an hour and a halt in suppoit Pay Roll be directed to make up the pay of within the Slate, which was passed.
the law and his sanction of it.
“ Trade is in a state of great depression,
Mr. Otis called for the bill incorporating
J. Perry of Oxford, Noah Prince of
The resolution of Mr. Clay, amendatory of more particularly of his simple resolution toi John
Buckfield, and Samuel Gibson of Denmark, the Sanford Manufacturing Company. This particularly as regards imports. The market
the Constitution, was taken up, and Mr. Bu censure Mr. A.
Mr. Adams said that Mr. Gilmer had tam for their travel and attendance as members of bill had been twice read, and the question is entirely clear of last year’s teas, and there
chanan spoke at length in reply to Mr. Clay
pered
with one of his colleagues, (Mr. Cush this House, the two former for twenty-eight was on accepting an amendment offered by fore the prices named are merely nominal.
and in defence of the veto power, as a con
ing)
as
his colleague himself had told him, by days, and the latter for seventeen days at Mr. Otis, providing for the holding of the pri The new Congoes have just begun to come
servative power, to prevent impure and hasty
vate property of the stockholders. This a- in, but no settled prices have yel been placed
ie minority, and not so proposing to remove him from his post as tendance.
agitation, to guard the
Mr. Lyman of Lubec opposed the order, mendment was opposed by Messrs. Mitchell upon them.
liable to abuse as maintained by many, in Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Af
“ Commodore Nyas has threatened to blow
on the ground lhat these gentlemen had not of North Yarmouth, Washburn of Orono,
proof of which he noticed the fact that out fairs, and appoint Mr. C. in his place.
Perkins of Hallowell, Muzzy, Arnold and up all the fortifications, etc., of Canton, on
Messrs. Gilmer and Cushing severally de even prima/acia evidence of membership.
of the six or seven thousand laws passed since
Mr. Cony of Augusta moved to lay the Morrison, and was advocated by Messrs. Otis, account of the Chinese sinking several ves
the organization of our Government, but nied this, the latter stating that in conversa
Lyman of Lubec, and McDonald. The bill sels with stores in the channel of the river.”
order
on the table—lost, 35 to 110.
tion
with
Mr.
A.
he
had
expressed
a
painful
about twelve had been vetoed ; of which four
Mr.
Morrison
of
Livermore,
opposed
the
'
was
then laid on the table.
embarrassment
from
knowing
lhat
such
a
were Bank bills, six for internal improve
order. He said that neither the gentlemen1
An order was introduced to raise a Joint
ments and one for distribution. The Senate purpose existed ; which would cause him, if themselves
Camfeachy. By the schooner Bor
nor their constituents, expected Select Committee to take into consideration neoFrom
action was taken on it, to withdraw from the
we have received Yucatan papers to the
then went into executive session.
they
would
hold
their
seats,
—
that
their
com

’
and
report
upon
the
expediency
of
so
altering
7th ult. from the capital. They contain the
In the House, a message was received, that Committee.
Mr. Adams proceeded in reply to Mr. Gil ing down here and claiming seats, was all for the present law regulating corporations as to articles of agreement as to the terms on which
the President had signed the Treasury Note
hold the private property of the Stockholders. Yucatan rejoined the Mexican Federation,
Bill. The unfinished business, on resolutions mer. He expressed his surprise that a prop humbug.
Mr. Abbott of Belfast could not vote to pay Messrs. Otis, Cony, Lyman, Muzzy, Dana signed on the 28th Dec. Yucatan is guaraoosition to censure him had come from Vir
to censure Mr. Adams, was taken up.
these individuals as members. They came and
.
Pilcher, were appointed on the part of teed in her domestic institutions, as before
Mr. Adams then offered the resolutions for ginia, to which Stale more than any other ex in here claiming to be elected, under no law ,
House.
the separation. The Yucatan Tariff to re
information from the Departments of which cept his own native State, he was attached, of the State, but against it. They came in, thePetitions
presented and referred—of town main as at present established, and never to
he had previously given notice; to the recep as from that he had been introduced into in opposition to the apportionment resolve of of
John
,
Lyman
;
of
R.
H.
Gardner,
et
als
;
of
be changed by Mexico. The State never to
tion of which objections being made, Mr. Ad public life, by Washington, whose confidence, 1841, and so long as lhat resolve stood as the
be required to furnish men for the army or
ams contended that the information was ab friendship and patronage, as well as of Madi Jaw of the land, they could have m? pretence Sawyer, et als.
navy of Mexico,except one battalion of guards,
solutely necessary to his defence. The first son, Jefferson and Monroe, he had enjoyed. to seats in this House. Mr. A. further op
Friday, Feb. 4. In the Senate, the Judi- to be composed of natives, and never to be
resolution, calling on the President, if not In connection with the history of his diplo- posed the order.
ciary Committee was directed to enquire ¡ti ordered out of the State, and the local Gov
incompatible with the public interest, for■ malic missions, and public services under
The question on the passage of the order
expediency of taxing personal property of ernor to be the commander. The State to
copies of the correspondence between thei these Presidents, he incidentally alluded to was then taken by yeas and nays, and decid the
Minors, in the towns where they reside, al retatn its public vessels, as well to prevent
Department of State and the Minister of Great: various facts of history which occurred at ed in the affirmative—yeas 86, nays 83.
though they have no guardian in this State.1 smuggling as to punish insults and aggres
Britain ; also of the correspondence betweeni this time, particularly to his services when
Yeas — York — Bellamy, Bryant, Butler, —Also to enquire into the expediency of a- sions from without ; and to pay its quota of
;
Minister
to
Russia,
the
enormous
influence
of
the Governor of South Carolina and the late
William Johnson, Judge of the Supremej Napoleon at that Court, etc. etc. He could Cogswell, Frost, Greene, Rogers, Tuck, etc. mending the law relating to the distribution the foreign debt. And the receipts from cus
of Treasurer’s warrants, tax acts and election toms to belong entirely to Yucatan. It re
Court of the United States, relating to an actt never extinguish his gratitude to those sons -86.
Nays—York— Bragdon,Chamberlain, Dow,
mains to be seen if Santa Ana will ratify this
of the Legislature of South Carolina, di- of Virginia and to that State, and he was sur- Hill, Huff, McDonald, Nason,Sargent,Thomp returns.
Mr. Parris introduced an order propound compact, being so nearly tantamount to the
recting the imprisonment of colored persons; prised now to receive this treatment from her
son,
Wilson,
etc.
—
83.
ing
certain
questions
to
the
Justices
of
the
Representatives.
He
declared
he
would
have
acknowledgement of the independence of the
arriving from abroad at the ports of that
On motion of Mr. Dunn of Poland the
State : also for the act or acts themselves, and preferred to have been stabbed to the heart House proceeded to the consideration of the Supreme Court, relating to the constitutional State of Yucatan ; especially as the Mexican
any opinion by the said Judge Johnson of the at bis desk, than that those propositions should majority report of the committee on elections ity of the Apportionment Resolves of 1841, Commissioner was instructed to demand that
which was unanimously passed.
the Governor of the Slate should be appoint
unconstitutionality thereof was read.
I have been brought forward, to destroy his
the contested seat of Jonathan Burr of
ed in Mexico, and that a standing force should
The question recurring on the adoption of icharacter and good name. Without his con on
In
the
House,
the
following
gentlemen
Brewer, accompanied hy a resolve declaring
the House adjourned.
be maintained in Yucatan by the supreme
the resolution, after a debate of some length cluding,
<
that gentlemen not entitled to a seat as rep were added on the part of the House to the government. Tobasco, we learn by the pa
as to its relevancy, it was adopted—yeas 97,
Committee from the Senate to inquire when
resentative
from
said
town
;
and
that
there
Friday, Feb. 4. In the Senate, a number
nays 96.
the Legislature may adjourn : Messrs. Walk pers, is similarly situated as regards its rela
The second resolution, calling upon the of petitions were presented and referred. On was no choice in said town.
er, Belamy, Mitchell, Tucker, Moreen, Nea tions with the mother republic.—JV. Orleans
Mr.
Burr
of
Brewer
rose
and
addressed
the
Secretary of the Navy for the proceedings of motion of Mr. Merrick, it was resolved to re
Bulletin.
ly and Merrow.
the late trial of Capt. William Bolton, the quest the President of the United States to House in opposition to the report, and in sup
The
Committee
on
State
Valuation
was
di

correspondence and the circumstances con communicate copies of correspondence rela port of his own seat. Without concluding, rected to correct an error in the Valuation of
From New Grenada. Wc have receiv
nected therewith, was then adopted—yeas 95, tive to the claims on the government of Bel Mr. B. gave way to a motion to adjourn.
the town of Limington.
ed Valencia dates to the 14ih ult. The me
gium for indemnity for losses by our citizens^
navs 84.
Petitions
presented
and
referred
—
of
As

diation offered by her H. B. M. Queen Vic
Wednesday, Feb. 2. In the Senate, Mr.
The third resolution was then taken up, during the bombardment of Antwerp in 1830.
Mr. Barrow offered a resolution calling on Burleigh, from the Committee on Bills in the sessors of Kennebunk Port; of David Hale ; toria, to put an end to the civil war in New
calling on the President to communicate to
.of Special Committee in behalf of citizens of Grenada, has been declined by Carmona.
the House copies of any letter written by the Secretary of the Navy, for information Second Reading, reported a resolve providing Kittery.
the repair of the road from Wilson to
Thus ends the mission of Sir John Stewart.
him to Win. Cost Johnson, relating to a rule relative to Navy Yards in the Gulf of Mexi! for
Moosehead Lake, which was read a second
Carthagena continued to be closely blockad
of the House excluding from reception peti co, and the expediency of one at or near the time,
Saturday, Feb. 5. In the Senate, the re ed, both by sea and land ; but it was not al
and
on
motion
of
Mr.
Eastman
amendcity
of
New
Orleans.
tions on the subject of slavery ; and whether
port of Committee to re-apportion the Senate, lowed by the English squadron. Hence
Mr. Woodbury offered a resolution, callingf ed—and passed to be engrossed.
the President ever authorized Henry A. Wise
came up, and Mr. Smart addressed the Senate plenty of provisions went in. It is stated in
on
the
President
for
information
relative
to
In
the
House,
Mr.
Miller
from
the
commit

to declare that he knew the President was in
,
a letter from Pasto, dated December 12th,
the
expenses
under
the
commission
of
in

tee to whom was referred a bill providing for until the hour of adjournment.
favor of such a rule.
In the House, Mr. Bunker introduced an that the remains of the army of Obando had
quiry
appointed
last
spring,
in
relation
to
the
the election of certain county officers, report
To this Mr. Wise attempted to offer an
ed a bill providing for the election of Clerksj order directing the Secretary of Slate to fur- been totally dispersed by the government
amendment calling for information on the public buildings.
The bill relative to the land claims in Ark of the Courts, County Attornies and County' nish the several School districts with the 17th troops, and that this unsuccessful rebel was
Executive files, or the files of any Executive
of the Revised Statutes.
fleeing toward Peru. It was currently re
Department, touching the charge John ansas and other States was taken up and de Commissioners by the people annually, which chapter
The
Committee
on Military Pensions was ported that Gamarra, of Peru, had offered
bated
for
some
lime,
after
which
the
Senate
was
laid
on
the
table,
and
three
hundred
Quincy Adams is said to have preferred at
one time to Mr. Jefferson and others against went for a short time into executive session copies ordered to be printed tor the use of <directed to enquire into the expediency of to Obando four thousand men, and six hun
the House.
1 paying the pension to Oliver Perkins, semi dred thousand dollars, to carry on the war
the Federalists of New England, inculpating and then adjourned.
against New Grenada. Several of the rebel
The
Committee
on
the
State
Valuation
tannually.
them with designs and acts to dissolve the
The House resumed the subject under con
The Committee on the license law, report officers, have declared to General Flores,
were
directed
to
inquire
into
the
expediency
Union of these States.
sideration for some days past, involving a
' a bill repealing the license law, which was that they have seen in the hands of Obanda,
The Speaker, after some conversation on question of privilege, and Mr. Adams resum of reducing the valuation of the town of San- ed
twice read and ordered to lie on the table.
the letters from Gamarra making this offer.—
this subject,ruled the amendment out of order. ed his remarks, which he continued until ford.
Petition presented and referred—of Thos. Sunday Herald.
The
committee
appointed
to
inquire
into
Mr. Gentry moved to lay this resolution on three o’clock, when the House adjourned.
the right of re-apportioning the Senate, re Carle et als.
the table, which was carried—yeas 111,
nays 64.
Later from Texas. By the steamer
Saturday, Feb. 5. The Senate was not ported the following as the committee raised
Monday, Feb. 7. In the Senate, a resolve
to re-apportion the same on the part of the
Mr. Adams then spoke at some length in, in session to day.
New York, Galveston dates to Jan. 23d have
providing
for
the
distribution
of
the
annual
House—Messrs. Abbot, Frost, Partridge, Ba
preliminary remarks, demanding that time be
school fund, was read and passed to be en been received at New Orleans. The follow
In the House, Mr. Adams occupied the ker, Nute, Dunn and Frye.
given him to receive the information calledI
ing items of intelligence are from the Galves
Mr. Tibbetts laid on the table a resolve grossed. Sent down for concurrence.
for by the resolutions adopted, and that he be* floor principally during the day, in continuaPapers from the House were referred in ton Civilian :
tried before a Committee of the House on thei tion of his defence, which will probably con- providing for the payment of the heirs of
A party of three gentlemen have arrived
crime charged, as they had refused his trialI sume yet a week. At half past three o’clock Ebenezer Herrick, for travel and attendance concurrence^ Adjourned.
from Corpus Christi, and report that a large
II
he
gave
way
to
a
motion
to
adjonrn.
In
the
House,
the
bill
to
repeal
the
License
as
a
member
of
the
House
in
1833.
The
before a Court, which he held was proper and
body of Camanches have been down in the
Law came up—the question pending being vicinity of San Antonio, and stolen some of
House refused to receive the resolve.
just. A desire had been manifested to drive
Mr. Burr of Brewer resumed and conclud on a motion to refer to the next Legislature. the horses and killed a number of the settlers.
this through without giving him opportunity
We are glad to learn that news has been (ed, his remarks in support of his claim to a seat.
After a long debate, the motion to refer
to defend himself; such a course had never
They also stale that some Mexican robbers
received
in
Kentucky,
by
Gen.
Combs,
from
Mr. Frye of Bethel, addressed the House was lost—and the Bill was then indefinitely have been again making attempts to raise
before been taker, in any deliberative body, I
the
U.
S.
Consul
at
Chihuahua,
that
he
had
in favor of the Report, and against the claims postponed by a decisive vote.
This proposition was concocted in a dark con- 1
men enough to rob the rancho al Corpus
clave and caucus in one of the dungeons be an interview with his son (a prisoner with of Mr. Burr.
Christi, but have not succeeded. Col. Carns
ninety
others)
at
that
place,
(six
hundred
miles
Mr.
Washburn
of
Orono
spoke
in
opposi

low, and was brought here to be sprung up
More Game. A large grey wolf was is in the vicinity with a good company of
on
their
march
from
Sama
Fe
towards
Mexi

tion to the Report, and in favor of the caught on Monday evening, in Readfield, in thirty men, and with those residing at the
on him without notice. He asked for the
co.) and that he was in good health; and that right of Mr. Burr to a seat.
postponement of the subject.
a fox trap, by Capt. Richard Judkins. He rancho, they feel able to meet any assault
a
letter
has
been
received
by
Gen.
Combs
The question on the passage of the Reso was heard to howl after he was caught, and which may be made upon them, A gentle
Mr. Summers of Virginia moved as a sub
from
the
Minister
of
the
United
States
at
lution, declaring no choice in the Brewer two young men, Charles Cunningham and man has gone to Matamoras to ascertain
stitute for both Mr. Marshall’s and Mr. Gil
mer’s propositions, that the whole subject be Mexico, informing Gen. Combs that assuran district, and that Jonathan Burr is not enti James Clough, with others who joined them, whether the marauders upon the frontier are
referred to the Select Committee, to take in ces had been given by the Mexican Secretary tled to a seat as representative from said dis killed him with clubs after a desperate resis encouraged by the Mexican authorities.
to consideration the alleged contempt and of War (Gen. Tornel) to Mr. Mayer the U. S. trict, was then taken and decided in the af tance. He had dragged the trap a quarter of
The opinion at the west is that Santa Ana
breach of privileges, whether any further Secretary of Legation, that, as far as was in firmative-yeas 96, nays 63.
a mile, when the hooks at the end of the has no idea of invading Texas, and the Pe(>’
his
power,
every
indulgence
should
be
ex

The Committee on the Pay Roll were di chain attached to the trap caught in a fence pie on the frontier have the best possible fa
proceedings are necessary, and if so, of what
tended to his son.—Nat. hit.
rected to makeup the pay of Jon. Burr, for and held him. His canine teeth were brok cilities for obtaining information from Mexico.
character.
travel and attendance up to, and including,
He briefly advocated the propriety of a
Ata public meeting in Galveston anurnbei
Repudiation in Michigan. A joint res to-day. Also, travel and attendance of Mr. en off, it is supposed, in biting the trap. The
calm deliberation of this subject by a com
same wolf, it is thought, had been followed of resolutions were passed, having for their
olution has been introduced into the Senate Hilferts for the same time.
mittee before action on it by the House.
for several days by hunters from the north. object the enrollment of the militia for' t»8
of Michigan, which directs the Attorney Gen
The night before he had killed three sheep purpose of aggressive operations against Mex
eral
to
give
notice
to
the
holders
of
her
Bonds,
Thursday, Feb. 3. In the Senate, legisla in Vienna for his supper. He was started in ico, and the fortification of the Island of Gal
Thursday, Feb. 3. In the Senate, Mr.
Calhoun moved to refer the communication that the State reserves the right to contest tion inexpedient was reported on an order re Farmington, and had come down from the veston by proper batteries, etc. The war fe
the
payment
on
those
portions
for
which
she
lating to collectors in school districts; also on mountains, no doubt foraging among the ver seems to rage—and well it may.
of the President relative to the case of the
Creole to the Committee on Foreign Affairs has received no consideration.—JV*. Y. Jour. an order in relation to the collection of taxes sheep yards. He was exhibited at the State
on non-resident’s lands; also on an order House on Wednesday, in his natural dress,
with a request to its Chairman to report im Commerce.
From Florida. A correspondent of jJ18
limiting the time in which suits against Dep and not in sheep’s clothing. It is the first
mediately on the subject. He regarded this
The Nantucket Inquirer, of Wednesday, uty Sheriffs may be brought.
Savannah Republican, under date of the 29rh
as an important subject. It was seen that
wolf
known
to
have
been
caught
any
where
Reports from the committees, to whom in this region for thirty or forty years.—Ken ult., writes as follows :
the Bahama Islands instead of being under states that an air-tight stove exploded in the
“ On the 25th instant, Major PlymptoH, in
the protection of Great Britain were but a house of the Rev. Mr. Abbott, on Tuesday, were referred the communications from dif nebec Journal.
in
consequence
of
the
accumulation
of
carferent States, upon various subjects, were
nest of pirates. As slaves by the laws of that
command of eighty men of the 2d Infantry»
buretted
hydrogen
gas.
The
report
of
the
country were not regarded as property they
made and accepted.
A Rare Animal. There is on exhibition gallantly encountered, under every disadvan
The Hon. Joel Scott, member elect from at Smith’s Hall an animal of large size and tage, Halleck Tustenuggee, on the head o
might go a step farther and refuse to give up, explosion was so loud that people in the
neighborhood thought it was thunder. The the 9th Senatorial district, appeared, was
cotton, etc., the production of slave labor.
beautiful form, taken a few weeks since in Hawk river, which runs into Dunn’s La*8»
After a few remarks by Mr. Preston as to( entire breastwork of the chimney in the qualified and took his seat at the Senate Sidney. This animal is denominated a Pan east of the St.John’s. A well contested ngn
apartment
was
shattered,
and
fragments
of
the delicacy and importance of the subject,
Board.
ther, and is much larger than any ever before ensued, that lasted forty-five minutes, D’8
and the necessity for immediate action, Mr. brick and lime scattered about the room.
Messrs. Farnsworth, Hanscom and Somes discovered in Maine. We think our citizens enemy retreated, leaving two warriors woun
To
obviate
accidents
of
this
kind,
a
ventila

with such as House may join, were appoint will be interested in examining this animal, as 1 ed on the field ; one has since died. J-J18
Calhoun’s motion was carried.
Mr. Simmons, Chairman of the Committee tor should always be left open in the fire ed a committee to enquire and report when he makes quite a formidable appearance, and j soldier was killed and two wounded, 1
on Manufactures, moved that that Commit board, so lhat a constant circulation of air the Legislature may adjourn.
the existence of animals of this large size and | evidence of blood on several trails leading
tee be authorized to employ a clerk. Mr. S. may be going on m the chimney, (as is the
Resolve for the promulgation of the
laws,
the
laws,
p0Wei.}
perhaps, account for the sudden from the battle-ground was a guaranty t 8
for the**payment
of
one
<10
’
said the President’s Message had referred to case in our fire-places where we burn wood,) providing
some of -the
had suffered from 8
r
---------,
.
,
J
disappearance
of lost children beyond all L«.««
----Indians
------------------------the subject of home valuation, and it was the and the damper of the stove should never be twenty-five cents per hundred for pnntmg trace ¡n t|le forests of Maine. No description and buckshot.
. .
»
closed
perfectly
tight,
or
rather
it
should
never
object of the committee to obtain such infor
the laws and furnishing the subscribers to the would be
aS sat-lsfaQtory as an examin-1 “Troops are out in every ^direction,
,rfc??n’ and
ie.
be
made
so
that
it
can
be
so
closed.
mation as would enable them to carry out
several newspapers was recommitted.
ation, and all who examine appear highly about being put in position to head tm» v
the existing law ; and also, to ascertain the
gratified.
—He is a sort of New England Lion, brated Chief, with every hope ot s
“’
The
House
proceeded
to
the
consideration
■
There was a thunder shower in the vicini
&o-------—
> - -■
. ~ -u t . ...-------whether he wends his way north, or soiling'
views of Manufacturers, and information as
of
a
resolve
in
favor
of
Sanford
Kingsbury,
1
and
is
what
the
Indians
call
Lunkeesoos,
or
|
to the operation of the present Tariff Laws. ty„ of Lake Winnipisogee on Saturday Jan. 30
1 west.”
1 and passed the same to be engrossed.
Indian Devil.—Bangor Whig.
nlnnL
Mr. Calhoun said the only way in which ’1 olirvtit
about ¿14 no’’clock.

CONGRESS.

KENNEBUNK GAZETTE.
SATURDAY, FEB. 12, 1842.

Congress. In the Senate, on Monday last,
several memorials were presented against a
repeal of the Bankrupt Law—Mr. Calhoun
presented the report and resolutions adopt
ed by the Legislature of South Carolina, rel
ative to the slave controversy between Vir
ginia and New-York, accompanied by an act,
passed by that body, similar to the law of
Virginia upon the same subject. Mr. C. also
presented a copy of the proceedings of the
Legislature of South Carolina, declining to
receive her distributive share of the proceeds
of the sales of the public lands. The Senate
then proceeded to the consideration of the
following resolution, heretofore submitted by
Mr. Clay, viz :
“ Resolved, That the Committee on Public
Lands be instructed to inquire into the ex
pediency of providing by law that, whenever
any State or Slates shall refuse their propor
tion of the public lands, such proportion shall
be distributed among the residue of the as
senting States.
“Mr. Mangum submitted the following as
an amendment to the resolution, which was
accepted by Mr. Clay, viz: “Or in what
manner these proportions ought to be dispos
ed of, or whether any disposition of them
ought to he made.”
“A debate ensued, in which Messrs. Clay,
King, Calhoun, Smith of la., Allen, Wood
bury, Archer, Berrien, Wright and Preston,
participated.
“ Mr. King moved to strike out of the resolution, the words “ such proportion shall be
distributed among the residue of the assent
ing States and called, for the yeas and nays;
but, before the question was taken, the Sen
ate adjourned.”
In the House, Mr. Fillmore reported a bill
from the Committee of Ways and Means
making appropriations for fortifications. A
resolution was adopted calling on the Presi
dent and Heads of Departments for informa
tion in relation to several subjects.
“ Mr. Adams then continued his remarks
in relation to the persecution, which he says
has been raised against him. Finally, how
ever, he expressed his willingness to have
the whole matter laid on the table, and
leave it there forever, provided it should be
done with the full understanding that the
concession was made for the purpose that
the business of the country might go on, but
with a complete reservation of all the rights
he assumed for his constituents. Mr. Botts
wished to have a vote on the reception of
the petition, but was willing to get clear of
the subject by laying the resolution of cen
sure on the table. He made a motion to that
effect. The question being taken on the
motion of Mr. Botts, was decided in the af
firmative, by a vote of 106 to 93. The vote
to lay the question of reception on the table
was then reconsidered—yeas 144, nays 52.
The motion to lay the question on the table
was then withdrawn, and the previous ques
tion moved. The vote was then to be taken,
directly on the question of receiving the pe
tition presented by Mr. Adams, praying that
measures be taken for a peaceable dissolution
of the Union, 40 voted in the affirmative, and
166 in the negative. When this matter was
thus settled, Mr. Adams proceeded with the
presentation of petitions of a multifarious
character, many of them of an abolition ten
dency.”

Tennessee Legislature.
The latest
news from this impracticable body is, that both
branches had agreed to adjourn without day
on the 7th inst., (Monday last.) If so, they
probably separated without making choice of
United States Senators. The House had
passed a bill, accepting and appropriating the
proceeds of the sales of the public lands, to
be apportioned to the State under the Distribution Law of the last session.
Rhode Island Senator. The Legislature of Rhode Island has made choice of
Wm. Spiague, as Senator in Congress from
that State, to fill the vacancy occasioned by
the recent death of Nathan F. Dixon, The
vote stood, for Sprague 44 ; Arnold 24 ; scat(ering 2—(all wbigs.) Potter (opp.) 10. Absent 2.

Rail Road to Saco. According to pre- i| Bank Abstrct. We have received a
vious announcement, the first train of cars ,' copy of the Bank Abstract for Jan. 1842, and
passed yesterday on the section of the Rail;.subjoin from it the following statements conRoad now completed between this place and : cerning the 40'Banks ofMaine :—
Saco. The Mayor of the City, the Boards1 Capital Stock paid in,
3,414,000 00
of Aidermen and Common Council, the Bills in circulation,
1,585,820 00
President of the Rail Road, D. A. Neal, Esq. Net profits on hand,
,
158,980 78
Parker McCobb, Esq. one of the Directors re Balances due other Banks,
15,057 42
siding in this city, and others, were of the Cash deposited, etc. not bearing
interest,
' 792.598 27
party in the Car. The Fourth Estate in the
118,318 04
Realm, the gentlemen of the Press, were not Cash deposited bearing interest,
forgotten.
am’t due from the Banks, $6,084,774
i
51
It was not practicable under present cir- Total
Gold, Silver, etc. in Banks,
183.861 65
cumstancesto have a more festive celebration Real Estate,
216,968 66
of this event, which is destined to be followed Bills of Banks in this State,
108,978 24
by important consequences to our city and Bills of Banks elsewhere,
36,051 00
vicinity.—The present stopping place in Saco Balances due from other Banks
551,395 50
being a mile or more out of the village, we Due to the Banks, excepting bal
ances,
were deprived of the pleasure of calling on
4,987,519 46
our friends in that place.—The absolutely
Total
amount
of
resources
of
the
horrible condition of the common roads in
Banks,
$6,084,774 51
the country at this time, made all pedestrian
Argus.
locomotion quite undesirable.
A great concourse of the people of Port
Sudden Death. Mr. John H. Sawyer, a
land witnessed the starting of the train, and
some thousands of them received yesterday, cooper by trade—a worthy and industrious
what in itself is worth a good deal,—a new citizen, died very suddenly yesterday. He
was at the Rad Road Depot in the morning
idea.
It is very creditable to the engineer and to witness thé departure of the cars—return
contractors, that under many disadvantages ed to his family at 12o’clock and was a corpse
the Road is so well made. Nearly all the rails j before one. His death, we understand, was
have been laid since the frost set in, and af- i occasioned by a rupture of a blood vessel in
ter repeated freezing and thawing, the Road j the brain.—Portland Advertiser.
is in good order for any desirable speed. Our
townsman, Mr. Hall, the Engineer of con
Commissioners of Bankruptcy, Wilstruction, has done his work well.
liam P. Haines of Saco, and Thomas RobThe curves and declivities on this section
are very slight. The time occupied on the inson of Ellsworth, have been appointed by
return yesterday, with two or three stops, the (J. S. District Court for this district, Com
was forty-two minutes.
missioners of Bankruptcy, in addition to those
The Locomotive Cumberland, is a power before announced.
ful engine from the Factory of Messrs. Hink
Judge Ware has designated the Advertiser
ley & Drury, of Boston. Of the splendid
passenger cars, constructed by Messrs. Dav and American, both published in Portland,
enport & Bridges, of Cambridge, vve have as the papers in which all the notices requir
before spoken. They seat sixty-four persons ed by law, in cases of Bankruptcy arising in
each, and have several new and striking im this State, are to be published.
provements.
Yesterday afternoon, a number of the citi
zens of Saco came in to town on (he Road. YORK CO. TEMP. SOCIETY.
To day, the regular passages commence. The
The annual meeting of this Society will he
arrangements of the Directors—particularly held at Alfred, on the evening of the fifteenth
in reference to baggage, etc. are highly com instant, at half six o’clock. Address by Rev.
mendable.—Portland Advertiser of Tuesday. Mr. Stockman of Alfred.
John Skeele, Sec^y.
NOMINATIONS BY THE GOVERNOR.
Alfred, Feb. 12.
Thursday, Jan. 27.
Benjamin Swett, Bangor, Keeper State WASHINGTON TOTAL ABSTINENCE
Arsenal.
, SOCIETY.
Cumberland—Joseph Cross, New Glouces
M
r. HAYES will deliver Lectures on the
ter, Chairman County Commissioners.
of Temperance in this town every
Charles Hannaford, Cape Elizabeth, Coun subject
evening in the ensuing week :—
ty Commissioner.
In this Village, at the Unitarian Church,
Lemuel Rich, 3d, Standish, County Com
on Sunday evening, Feb. 13;
missioner.
In the School House, near Capt. John
Lincoln—Jeremiah Ellsworth, Bath, Chair
Walker’s, on Monday evening, Feb. 14;
man County Commissioners.
In the Upper Alewive District, (near Elder
Ambrose Lermond, Warren, County Com.
Hubbard’s Meeting House,)on Tuesday eve
John Murray, Edgecomb,
“
“
ning, Feb. 15 ;
At Mr. Samuel Bragdon’s, on the Sea
February 3, 1842.
State—George T. Hedge, Keeper of Ar Road, on Wednesday evening, Feb. 16 ;
At the Landing School House, on Thurs
senal, Portland.
Lincoln County—John Smith, Warren, In day evening, Feb. 17;
At the School House near Mr. John Day’s,
spector of Lime.
Washington County—Edward A. Marshall, (on the Sanford road,) on Friday evening,
Feb. 18;
Jonesport, Commissioner of Wrecks.
At the School House on the Plains, (Alfred
Aroostook County— Jeremiah Truworthy,
Houlton, Chairman County Commissioners. road,) on Saturday evening, Feb. 19.
Feb. 12.
George W. Towle, Letter G, 2d R. County
Commissioner.
CELEBRATION.
Jonas Drury, No. 4, R. 5, County Commis
sioner.
The “Kennebunk Washington Total Ab
stinence Society” will celebrate the Anni
RjT’All the nominations made by Gov. versary of the Birth Day of Washington, (22d
Fairfield, which have been seven days before instant,) by a SUPPER, at the Town
the Council, have been confirmed, with the Hall. Tickets are on sale at the Bookstore,
exception of that of Sheriff for the County of at the Store of Messrs. J. Curtis & Co. and
Piscataquis,the consideration of which is post by Mr. Charles Littlefield, the Secretary of
poned to the 10th inst. and with the excep the Society.
tion of that of the first nomination of Agent
Kennebunk, Feb. 12, 1842.
for the Passamaquoddy Indians, which the
Governor withdrew on the 28th of January,
HYMENEAL.
substituting therefor, on the same day, the
name of Sylvanus Leland, of Perry.
MARRIED—In Lyman, 23d ult. by Rev.
On the 27th of January, the following
nominations were made, which we have not Mr. Kendrick, Mr. Sumner W. Pennell, of
Malden, Mass., to Miss Eunice Currier, of
before announced
Wrn. R. Stevens, Thomaston, Inspector of Lyman.
In Parsonsfield, Mr. Stephen Stanley, of
Lime.
Tamworth, N. H. to Miss Nancy Merrill of p.
James P. Brown, Hope, Inspector of Lime.
In Biddeford, Mr. William Gookin of Saco,
Rinaldo D. Brown, Bowdoinham, In to Miss Catherine Bowdoin of B.
spector of Fish.—Age of Saturday.
In Parsonsfield, Me. Mr. Richard Horn, of,

hours before he breathed his last, he said to one
who stood by his dying pillow,
“ On Jordon’s stormy banks I stand,
And casta wishful eye.”
3 o another, “ Jesus has taken me into his
banqueting house.” Alter which he repealed
with strong voice these lines.
“ What sound is this salutes my ear,
’Tis Gabriel’s trump methinks I hear.”
Then bid adieu to all below.
His funeral was attended on Monday the 20th
at. the Christian meeting house in this place,
When a discourse was delivered by the writer of
this notice, founded upon 1. Cor. 15 : 55. “O
death where is thy sting? O grave, where is
thy victory ?” After which his remains were
deposited in the dust, there to slumber until the
last solemn trump shall rend the mossgrown
graves, and awake the sleeping millions to im
mortality. “ The Righteous shall bo had in ev
erlasting remembrance. ” A desire to remem
ber our friends, and the hope of being remem
bered by (hem, are among the strongest senti
ments of our nature. To the latter we cling
stronger as life grows weaker. We are con
scious we shall forget, but the thought of being
forgotten chills the spirit of man. 'And though
our bodies must slumber in the dust, yet would
we have our names live on memory’s page.
“ We know when we are gone, we shall not
hear the voice of affection, nor the tribute of
praise ; yet we cherish the hope that we shall
not be forgotten by those we leave behind. Few
so humble that they sink below, none so exalted
that they rise above this common feeling of hu
manity.” The ship wrecked sailor cast upon
some desolate Island where man never dwelt,
before he scoops in the burning sand his last
sad resting place, marks on some broken frag
ment of his shattered bark the memento of his
fate, in the melancholy hope, that at some fu
ture day his end may be known to those dear
ones, who have long looked out in vain for his
coming. The warrior whose foot has trodden
on crowns, and whose hand has divided Empires,
when he falls on victory’s red field, and life is
fast ebbing from each quivering vein, turns his
last mortal thought on what will be said of him
in the history of his country.
In conclusion let me say to all, who mourn the
loss of near and dear friends, that there is some
thing exbilerating in the belief that the period is
hastening on when Christian friendsand kindred
will meet to part no more forever—no more shall
they plant the willow in sorrow, but the brow of
the faithful shall have a diadem beauty brighter
than the radiant orb of day, and whose duration
shall run parallel with eternity itself.
W. M. Bryant.

SHIP NEWS
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 12, 1842
ARRIVED.
Feb. 2.—Sch. Frances, Lawry, of and from
Portsmouth, with Corn.
9»—Sch. Nile, Grant, from Boston, full freight
of merchandize, to sundry consignees.

SAILED.
Feb. 9.—Sch. Martha, Crediford, for Boston.
MEMORANDA.
Cid. at New York, Istinst. ship Zotoff, Mer
rill, Havana.
Cid. at New Orleans, 22d, ship Howard, Hili,
Boston.
At Havana, 23d ult. ship York, Morrill, Ma
tanzas, 25th.
Cid. at New Orleans, 22d ult. barque Nim
rod, Chadbourne, Boston.
At Ponce, P. R. 12th ult brig Overmann,
Davis, New York, loading.
Ar. at Boston, 4th inst. Ship Riga, Williams.
New Orleans, 15th, S. W. Pass, 16th ult.

Brandreth’s Pills*
Security to the Patrons of Brandreth’s Pills.
NEW LABELS.

The New Labels on a Single Box of the Gen
uine Brandreth1s Pills, contain
IN consequence of the great variety of Coun> forfeit Labels of pretended Brandrelh’s
I ills, and which, in many instances, so near
ly resemble in outward appearance the gen
uine of the old style, as often to deceive the
unwaiy, Doctor Brandreth, acting under a *•
sense of duty to the public, has employed
those celebrated artists, Messrs. Perkins and
Durand, who have succeeded in producing at
great cost three New Labels, from steeF, of
extreme difficulty of execution, and of so com
plicated a nature, as to amount to an impos
sibility of imitation, being considered by
judges a master-piece in the art of engraving.
3 he Border of the top, and also of the un
der label, is composed of the most elaborate
and chaste patterns of lace work. To crown
the climax of these beautiful labels, the pa
per upon which they are printed is previous
ly printed with Red Ink, after a design so ex
quisite and minute as to deft competition ;
the top and the under label each contain the
words “BENJ. BRANDR ETH’S
PILLS,” written in red ink nearly two
hundred times—the top and under Label con
taining therefore, upwards oi five thousand
letters.
There is also upon the top, the under, and
the side label, two signatures of Dr. Brandreth ; one being his regular signature, thus—
B. Brandreth ; and the other his full signa
ture, thus—Benjamin Brandreth ; both being
fac similes of the writing of Dr. Brandreth, to
imitate which is forgery !
The Brandreth Pills having these labels
upon them, can be relied upon as the true
and genuine.
Dr. Brandreth’s Principal Office, 241 Broad
way, N. Y.
N. E . OFFICE,
19, HANOVER STREET, 19,
BOSTON.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
Principal New England Office,
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co.
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne.
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson.
Berwick, S. J. S T. Cushing.
Buxton, H. McKenney.
“
J. C. Lewis.
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Kennebunkport, S. H. Gould.
Lebanon, James Brackett.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co«
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
Limington, E. Henry Small.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Newfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
“
S. C. Adams.
Parsonsfield, F & E H. Newbegiu.
“
William Stackpole.
“
John Morrill.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
“
Howard & Kendall.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jf.
S7/,co, McIntire & Beck.
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
“
George Littlefield.
“
Joseph Wilson.
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
York, Edward Chase.
“
Alexander Dennett.
“
G. M. Freeman.
B. BRANDRETH, M.D.
241 Broad way,-N. Y.

At a Court of Probate held at South-Berivick, within and for the County of fork, on
the first Monday in. February, in the year of
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty two,
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court :
LIVE STORER, administratrix of the
estate of Jotham Storer, late of San
ford, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented her first account of administration of
the estate of said deceased, for allowance ; and Commissioners 7 Notice*
the subscribers, having been appoinlalso her petition for an allowance out of the
v V ed by the Judge of Probate, for the
personal estate of said deceased :
ORDERED—That the said administratrix county of York, to receive and examine the
give notice to all persons interested, by caus claims of the creditors of
WILLIAM GOODWIN,
ing a copy of this order to be published, three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, whose estate is represented insolvent, give
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be notice that six months, commencing the third
held at Saco, in said county, on the first day of January, A. D. 1842, have been al
Monday of March next, at ten of the lowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any their claims ; and that we will attend the ser
they have, why the same should not be al vice assigned us at the Office of John 7’.
Paine, Esq. in Sanford, on the last Saturday
Roxbury, Mass, to Miss Cynthia Merrill, of lowed.
of February next, and on the last Saturdays of
Parsonsfield.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
the four following months, from one to six
John Skeele, Register.
o’clock in the afternoon.
OBITUARY.
Feb. 12.
3w
JNO. SHAW,
7„
EL1HU WEBBER, 5 Commwr5f*
DIED—In Boston, on Wednesday, 26th ult.,
Dated, January 28, 1842.
Prospectus*
Miss Julia A^n, aged 23 years, and on Sunday,

O

Horrible Barbarity. The wife of Jo
seph Jellison, of Brooks, in this county, came
near being murdered, by having hot lead
poured into her ear. Her husband bad been
examined before a Magistrate, but was not
recognized to appear at Court. All the ma
terial circumstances which we can gather 30th ult. Miss Sarah Elizabeth, aged 19,years,
he olive plant, a™ ladies’
(X/53 The semi-annual interest upon the are these: The family consisted of Mr. Jel daughters of Mrs. Sally Smith, formerly of
Temperance Advocate, is a semi Porto Hico WEoIa^e^y
State Debt in Pennsylvania was not paid on lison and wife, and three small children. He this town.
monthly
Periodical, Edited by a Lady, and F the first quality, just received ahd for
In Kennebunk-port, 30lh ult. David Rounds,
the 1st instant, when it became due, in con retired to bed early, and requester] his wife son of Mr. Samuel Rounds, aged 14 years.
sustained by more than three thousand Ladies
sale at the low price of 25 cents pe?
to retire early, saying that he wished an early
gallon, by
J. CURTIS & Co.
sequence of the suspension of the Bank of breakfast, as he was bound away. She did
In Eliot, Widow Lydia Reed, aged 105 years. —more than two thousand of whom reside^
Kennebunk, Feb. 5.
In Kittery. 22d ult. Mrs. Hannah, widow of in the City of New York. The Olive Plant
Pennsylvania^ in which the requisite amount nor, however, retire until about 10 o’clock.
the late Charles Hutchins, aged 51 years. On is devoted to the great interests of humanity,
of funds for the discharge of this debt had Her husband slept upon the backside of the her way home from a visit she felt unwell, and and contains the proceedings of those Ladies’
Pork*
been deposited by the State authorities. The bed and the bed was against the wall of the called on a neighbor where she took some herb Societies which are tendering clothing and
LOT of Pork, just received, and for sale
house, and her infant child was with her.— tea and retired to bed. In the morning she other timely aid, as early tokens of sympathy
failure, therefore, is not attributable to the About two o’clock she was awakened by a
low. by
J, CURTIS & Co.
was found a corpse. On the 31st, Naomi Cath
Kennebunk, Feb. 5.
want of disposition or the lack of ability on sensation as though her head was on fire, and arine, daughter of Mr. Charles Stimpson, a- to reformed inebriates and their families ; al
so,
Tales,
Essays,
etc.,
and
an
entertaining
the part of the Stale, but owing to circum screamed. Her husband seized hold of her ged 3 years and 5 months.
Miscellany. Those ¡vho have already con
and asked what was the matter, but whether
Corn Afloat*
stances entirely unexpected.
tributed for this work, are among the best
From the Christian Herald.
he came from the back side of the bed, or was
OR sale, if applied for immediately,-2,-000
Lady writers of the age, among whom are,
on
the
bed,
or
was
standing
beside
the
bed,
The Rail Road. It will be seen by an
Bushels T LA I CORN—a prime arti
Mrs. Sigourney; Mrs. Steele; Mrs. E. C.
’
[by request.]
cle—from Norfolk, Virginia, on board the
article in another column, that the part of the she could not tell. She told him to get some
Stedman
;
Mrs.
H.
M.
Penley
;
Mrs.
Whittle

water and pour into her ear, which relieved‘
MEMENTO MORL
sey, Editress of the Mother’s Magazine ; Mrs. Schooner Frances. For further particulars
Eastern Railroad leading from Portland to her somewhat. They sat up together the re
enquire of
WM. JEFFERDS.
Departed this life, Dec. l&h, 1841, in Kenne Eliza C. Allen, Editress of the Mother’s
Goose Fair Brook,” (a mile and a half from maining part of the night, she received noth
Kennebunk-port,
Feb.
5.
Monthly
Journal
;
Mrs.
L.
M.
Gardner
;
Miss
bunk, Me. Br. Jotham Mitchell, aged 57
Saco) a distance of fourteen miles, was open-, ing but kind treatment though no physician years.
M. Augusta Coffin ; and many others whose
was
sent
for.
ed on Monday last. The passenger trains
Notice*
The subject of this notice experienced a hope names have long been known to the public
Nothing was seen by her of any ladle or
now run regularly upon it, making two trips shovel, but she found some pieces of lead ini in the mercy of God 32 years ago ; being 25 as persons of literary merit and moi a) worth.
LL persons having unsettled accounts
with the subscriber, are requested to
n day. We understand that a part of the the bed in the morning, and her neck and years old ; since which period he has ever But, that which forms its chief claim for sup
port is, that it is now conveying to the public
call and settle the same immediately.
embankment on the portion of the line which shoulder was burnt a little, as also her child ;, borne a public testimony in favor of experimen- such
information as will aid in the organiza
' tai, practical, and vital religion. Being endowWALTER LITTLEFIELD.
crosses the valley of the “ Goose Fair Brook,” but her ear in the part exposed to sight, was1 ed with the gift of prayer and exhortation, he tion of those institutions which give proof,
Wells, Jan. 27.
not
burnt
at
all.
The
physician
testified
that
has sunk several times, in all to the depth of the cavity in the ear was filled with either ever considered it his duty to occupy the talents that ‘ There is a chord in the most depraved
to his trust, whenever an opportuni- heart that beats to kindness.’
Ladies who
many feet. This obstacle has hitherto pre lead or some fusible matter—that it was1 committed
Notice*
ty presented of a favorable hearing. He took
vented the completion of the track to Saco. visible upon examination, and that the cavity great pleasure in attending meetings for reli wish to contribute anything toward lessening
LL
persons
indebted to the late firm of
human misery, in reforming the intemperate
WILLIAM LORD & Co. are here
“This valley, for a considerable extent, is of the ear was so firmly filled that they could gious worship, especially those designed for and in elevating the degraded of their own
and social prayer. And though lie
by notified to make payment immediately.
formed of a deep bed of very soft blue clay, not remove it with their instruments, though conference
they had taken out several pieces. The wo was never able to walk without staves, yet no sex, are respectfully invited to subscribe for Said firm was dissolved in April last, and, as
of a consistency too nearly resembling a fluid man, as may be supposed, has nearly if not member of the Christian community, in this sec this work. Published at $1 a year, at No. ample time has been allowed for all indebted
to support either the rail road embankment, wholly
lost‘ her senses, and
will tion of the State, has attended more religious 9 Spruce street, by
’
‘ whether she ,::i
to pay, they will have no reason to entertain
L. D. JOHNSON, General Agent.
meetings (during the last 30yeats) than our de
|
survive
is
doubtful.
It
is
not
probable
from
unpleasant reflections, should we, from their
or the culvert beneath it, which is necessary
ceased
brother.
The
burthen
of
his
prayers
further neglect, put them to expense.
for the tfischarge of the water of the brook.” ; her situation, that she could give a very accu was for the increase of faith, purity of heart, and
Notice.
rate account of all that transpired after her the influence and direction of the holy spirit;
WILLIAM LORD.
LL persons having unsettled accounts
JOSEPH CURTIS.
Abolition Convention. An Abolition consciousness, and how long it was after the while his exhortations generally tended to the
reniiestnd to
»n ! Kennebunk, Jan. 20,1842.
time the lead was poured into her ear and
with the subscriber, are requested
point. He often repeated Ps, 27:4. “One
Convention was held at Hallowell last week. her consciousness, no one can tell. We nev j■ same
thing have I desired at the Lord, that I will seek call and settle the same immediately.
About 130 delegates from different parts of the er before had occasion to give publicity to after ; that I may dwell in the house of'the
THEODORE G. LARRABEE.
Wood Wanted*
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 12.
Lord all the days of my life, to behold the beau
State attended. Gen. Appleton of Portland such a tale of horror !—Waldo Signal.
HP HOSE indebted to the subscriber far
ty of the Lord and to inquire in his temple.”
vyas nominated as a candidate for Governor,
ORK, LARD, CHEESE,—for sale by -®- Newspapers, who prefer paying Wood
About a year since, he was taken with a lung
Fire. A woolen factory and a flouring
to be supported by the abolitionists of Maine mill, in Skaneateles, N. Y., were destroyed j complaint, attended with a cough, which conto Cash, are requested to haul it in the course
JAMES LORD.
gradually to undermine his constitution,
Kennebunk, Feb. 12.
of a few weeks. Those who have promised
at the next election.
by fire recently. The loss of the factory and j■i tinued
until the 18th ult, when in the triumphs of faith
to pay Wood and Country Produce, and neg
materials is estimated at $60,000--insutance j1 and
with the cheering hope of a blest immorEATHERS—for sale by
lect this call, will be required to pay Cash
The bills of the Lancaster Bank, N. H. $8,000, The loss on the mill is estimated at
, tality beyond the grave, his happy spirit took
JAMES LORD.
without delay.
JAMES K. REMICH.
are not received at the Suffolk Bank, Boston, $20,000—insurance $6,500.
its mystic flight to fairer worlds above. A few
Kepnebunk, Feb, 12,
Kennebunk, Jan. 15,1842«
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Colds, and all Bis-' New-England Truss Ba»
factory.
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Commissioners5’ Notice« ton^8 „!• t’he lungs.

Jew Uavid’s, or Hebrew
Plaster.

rlY, virFTARI F PHI V1ONARY BAL- < rPHE subscriber continues to manufacture Trusses of |
HE peculiarities of this Chemical Com
HE VEGETABLE FU LMOL5AKr oaiu JL every description, at his residence, at the old stand
pound are owing to its extraordinary
SAM is believed to be deservedly the mo t ,
jte
, N()3Q5, Washington St., Boston, (en- |
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscri
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, fig.
bers have been appointed by the Hon. popular Medicine ever known in America, °r i trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) All individu- j
DEATH’S CHOSEN ALLY.
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, I als can see him alone, at any time at the above place. ! aments
and muscles ; its virtues being car
<
William A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the
The shadowy monarch frown’d upon his throne, County of York, Commissioners to receive whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of
Having had twenty years’ experience, he has afford- ried
|
by them to the immediate seat of dis
ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five ease,
(
or of pain and weakness.
kind.
Wearied and displeased —“ Behold my task,
and examine the claims of the creditors to every
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been years. All may rest assured of relief who call and try
Since him of Eden felt a brother’s hate,
, However good any internal remedy may
the estate of
very extensively used for about twelve years ; Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he be
this, as an external application, will prove
Down to the brow that blanches as I speak,
JOB WHEELER,
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. can give every individual relief who may call on him. a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis
[J/j’The public are cautioned against the many i
Hath known no respite. Would that there were late of Wells, in the county of York, mariner, So universally popular has this article become quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
(
deceased. We therefore give notice that six that it may now be considered as a standard arti Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo
one
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections
cle
in
a
large
part
of
the
United
States
and
Brit

months
are
allowed
said
creditors
to
bring
in
less,
that
have
been
offered
to
the
public
for
the
last
With whom to trust my cares awhile and snatch
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron
and
prove
their
claims;
and
that
we
will
at

One moment of repose. Ho ! ye who wait !
tend to that duty at the store of William by them, considering it the most safe as well as now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
Give notice, that with him most worthy found
is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, pain or weakness exists.
Gooch, Esq., in said Wells, on the last Satur certain remedy for the above complaints. The he
Proprietors have received, and are receiving what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that
A gentleman travelling in the South of
By precious deeds, to waste the race of man,
day of the present month and the last Satur numerous
occur
; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
recommendations from many of our
The King of Terrors, will delight to share
days of the five following months, from two best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish much said in the latter place in praise of
to four o’clock, P. M. of each of said days.
The glory of his kingdom.”
tice. The names of a few individuals who have ment, if it does not suit, can exchange until they are well Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
JOHN WHITCOMB,?
given their testimony in favor of this article are suited, without additional charge.
Mighty Winds
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed
JOHN GOOCH,
S
here subjoined, and for a more full account see
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different that he was induced to try it on his own
Swollen upto earthquake violence, and tones
Wells, Dec. 15.
3w
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different
the envelope to the bottle.
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
Of many waters, like wild, warring seas,
Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct, Samuel Morrill, kinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Bealh, of removal of which had been the chief object of
“ m
Timothy Baylies, this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in
Clamor’d the edict, while the lightning’s spear
“ Truman Abell, ‘
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss, his journey, but which had resisted the genial
List of Letters
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thomas Brown,
Wrote it in flame on every winged cloud ;
with spring pads; Trusses without steel springs— influence of that balmy and delicious climate.
“ Albert Guild.
Remaining
in
the
Post
Office,
Kennebunk-port,
u
William
Perry,
these
give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
Yea, with such zeal, the elements conspired
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
Jan. 1st, 1842.
portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day
AN INTERESTING CASE.
To publish the decree, methought, there lurk’d
BCD
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili right side of the chest, where the pain was
In each, some latent, lingering hope to win
cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ; Trus seated, another between the shoulders, and
ILLIAM BILLNAPP, Martin Byrne,
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
with ball and socket joints; 'Trusses for Prolap one over the region of the liver.
In the
The promised regency.
Jr., Wesley Burnham, William Bur Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A ses
Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
cure was effected by the Vegetable sus
bank, Chase Boothby,—Hannah Chick, remarkable
Na
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
The passions came
than Cook,—Charles Day, 2, George W. Da Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of perfect ease and safety. Mr. Foster, also makes of laxative qualities. He soon found his
Thron’d on their storm-clouds, and with varied
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered health improving : and in a few weeks his
vis.
long time with the consumption. His physician in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis
voice
E F G H L
1given him up. He was reduced so low as to Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always appeared, his pain was removed, and his
Thundering, or eloquent, as best beseemed
Charles H. Emerson,—Samuel Fisher,— had"
be unable to help himself, and was raising a kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of health became perfectly reinstated.
Theodore
Green,
—
Jonathan
Hobbs,
Sarah
Their several natures, boasted how to staunch
large quantity of blood, when he commenced speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol
Since that time he has been recommend
Life’s countless springs. But to their claims, Hanskum, William Huff’, Jr.,—Sally Lewis, using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for
Joshua
S.
Lunt,
Clement
Littlefield,
2.
and
he
is
now
as
hale
and
hearty
as
ever
he
was.
pale Death
can exchange for any of them
Dr. Hull’s; Read’s
M P R S W
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do.; Salmon’s ball and socket; all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
Gave credence cold.
C. C. Munger,—Mr. E. Perkins, 2, Moses has promised me a more detailed account of his Sherman’s patent; French do. ; Marsh’s improved tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
Truss ; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Stone’s Fain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
Next, fleshloss Famine rose Palmer,—Orren Ross,—Thomas Stetson, 2, case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
ry case of which it has proved an effectual
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Trusses ; — a Iso, Trusses for children, of all sizes.
Elizabeth
Smith,
Hannah
F.
Smith,
—
Lydia
Up, like a charnel-ghost, while pestilence
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
Any kind of Trusses repaired al short notice, and cure.
He has likewise witnessed the haony
S. Woolney, William Wildes. [31 Letters.
Came stalking on, with quiver ever full ;
made
as
good
as
when
new.
Tn
the
winter
of
1837
and
1838,
I
was
seized
effects of its softening and healing qualities
SILAS MOODY, P.M.
OZj^Ladies
wishing
for
any
of
these
instruments,
will
with
a
violent
cough
which
continued
two
or
And ever in her ears, a mournful sound,—
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
three months. My cough was so severe that I be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu
The weeping of the nations.
Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business for
was
obliged
to
sit
up
in
bed
two
or
three
hours
List of Letters
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
ten years.
Loudly shriek’d
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled
Remaining in the Post Office, Kennebunk, during the night, and 1 was much reduced in
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
Dec. 31, 1841.
A martial trump, and on his banner’d car
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable every week for children and infants, in this city, and of himself and others.
A B C D E F G
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca
War like a sovereign came. Unnumber’d spoils
Pulmonary” Balsam, which he would not sell. from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
O BOURNE, Thomas Bell, Isaac But- He however loaned it to me till I could procure may be seen at the manufactory.
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
Were strew’d around him, and the blood of men 1O« land, Joshua Buzzell, Elder Wesley
He likewise informs individuals he will not make in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
him another. I experienced immediate relief
Flow’d as a river, ’neath his chariot wheels.
Burnham, Samuel Baker, Clerk of the Bap from it. The first opportunity I had I procured their complaints known to any one, except when he is fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
permitted
to refer to them—it being a misfortune, and
His eagle eye the promised honor scann’d,
tist Church, Cornelius Brady, Julia N. A. more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres young persons
&c. No female subject to pain or weakness
do not want their cases known.
JAMES W. LENOX.
Burnham, — Jeremiah Cousens, Elizabeth ervation of my life.
As an undoubted right. But still stern Death
in the back or side, should be without it.
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
Dec. 17, 1838.
Boston, March, 184L
Pondered, and spake not, till with haughty pride Cheney, John Conner, James Crosborn,—
Married ladies,in delicate situations,find great
William Dealy, Jotham Day, John Day, Jo
relief from constantly wearing this plaster.
The candidate withdrew, and trembling earth
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
seph Dormand, Charles Day,—Irene FarIt has lately been discovered that the Jew
Shrank at his kindled rage.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a fflue
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
num, James Fitzgerald,—Mrs. Alice GillpatHaving bad occasion to observe, that some persons David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson
rick, Samuel J. Goodwin.
There was a pause,
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU affl.icted with Hernia have suffered much from the for Corns as the following certificate will
H I J K L M
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses | show—more can be seen by calling upon our
As if none dare in that foil’d champion’s steps
INE.
Mr. Hobbs, James B. Hill, John Hasty
JLpThe outside Yellow Label will have, on to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to I( agents in the Villages.
Essay to tread. At length, a bloated form
Miss Susan P. Hanscornb, Jonathan Hobbs,— and after December 1839, in addition to that of inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to
CERTIFICATE.
supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr.
Mov’d slowly on, with mix’d and maddening Mr. Ingalls,—Nathaniel J. Jackson,—Samuel
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut Beath, After some months of observation of his work,
bowl;—
Kimball, Miss Hannah Kimball,—Ebenezer ler, one of his partners.
Messrs
Comstock
& Co.—I feel myself under
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
But ere the footstool of the throne he press’d,
Littlefield, 3, Charles E. Lord, Miss Eliza
Lord, John Lord, William Lord, Samuel Lit nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
Death, with a father’s fondness hasting down,
tlefield, Joseph Miller, Mrs. Jerusha Mitchell. introduce spurious articles, which by partially cur, 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
Embrac’d and in the seat of empire plac’d
assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula- my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per every thing that was recommended, but could
N O P Q R S
son well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
- --------Great was the wonder,—but none dar’d
David O. Grady,—P. G. Perkins, 3, Nathan! ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among important articles.
John C. Warren.
mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
gainsay ;
Preston, Mrs. Sarah Peabody,—Win. Ross,— these
Balsam,
”
li
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsamic
Syr

Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
And with a fearful shout, all Nature’s foes,
Jeremiah Smith, John Summers, Warren C. up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com- 1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several years past, the
in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
Diseases, passions, wars and sins, pronounc'd
Spaulding, Mrs. Hannah P. Stone, James B.' pound Pulmonary Balsam.” and others. Pur been
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
Sawyer.
Intemperance their king ; and at his feet
chasers should enquire for the true article by its consider it far preferable to any other which I have em and as smooth as they ever were.
T U V W X Y Z
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO- ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D
Yours Respectfully,
Their boasted, time-cemented trophies cast.
Jacob Towne, Jr., Joseph Taylor, George5 NARY BALSAM,and see that it has the marks
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
WONTON JOSLIN.
Hartford, Jan. tAth, 1842.
l. h. s.
N. B. We would advise all those afflicted with
Towne, Samuel Towne, John Taylor,—Win.• and signatures of the genuine.
Boston,
March
10,
1840.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
Woods, Miss Clara Webber, Miss Hannahi
I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F.
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
Wilson, Nathan Wells, Betsey P. Wakefield,, Pulmonary Balsam.”
Foster,
several
years
last
past,
and
have
frequently
em

D/FOne more Counterfeit, besides the ployed him in the construction of 'Trusses and other
Rochester, N. Y.
—Thomas Young.
64 Letters.
“ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others apparatus for my patients, and have always found himi
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire
SAM’L MENDUM, P. M.
above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasioni For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents:
It is a remarkable circumstance, that
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called | for which 1 have employed him.
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne
since the great earthquake of 1787, no
John Randall, M. D.
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes
New
Goods!!
bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch;
wheat will grow on the coast of Peru.
In
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
Individuals can have the 'Trusses sent to them by any■ North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
some places indeed a little is raised, but it
OAKES & COUSENS
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
3
-of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber,
man
in
Bangor,
Me.
The
name
is
written
in
is very unproductive. Rice on the con
AVE just received and have on hand, a a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
good assortment of
trary yields a great return.
Before the
March 5, 1841.
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and
$100 Reward*
Broadcloths ; Cassimeres ; Sattinetts;
earthquake, one grain of wheat yielded
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery.
NE
HUNDRED DOLLARS RE
Flannels
;
Green
Booking
;
Asphaltam
;
World’s Wonder.
(
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER,
two hundred grains.
WARD has been offered for months, to
(kte Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs,
Hardtimes; Merino; Cambleleen ;
Dailey's
Magical
Pain
Extractor
.
any one who will use a bottle of Hays' Lini
Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat
English and American Fancy Prints;
is a strange fact, but nevertheless true, ment
?
It is shown, by accurate calculation and
for the Piles without being cured. Of
Copperplate ; Vestings ; Colored Cambrics; ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun Q ITT
4
that
the
medical
world
have
no
effectual
5
scientific analysis, that the consumption
try merchants generally in New England, and in
thousands
sold, in no one instance has it fail
Silesia ; Nankeen ;
and
general
remedy,
as
yet,
safely
established
(
the
principal
places
throughout
the
United
States
of water in London is not less than forty
ed of a cure. Proof overwhelming to be had
Ladies’ and Gents’ Comforters ;
for the cure of Burns,’ observed an eminent Phy
and
British
Provinces.
Price
50
cents.
Neck Stocks; Trimmings for Coats;
million gallons per diem, and that the
sician in high official capacity, while addressing where it is to be sold. It is also a certain
For sale by
in nearly every case.
Gents’ Kid Mittens and Gloves;
weight of chalk contained in this large
a jury as Coroner in London lately, while sit- cure
(
DANIEL REMICH.
in the following complaints.
Ladies’ Kid Gloves;
ting on an inquest over the body of a burnt indi- (Externally)
I
quantity is not less than twenty-four tons
September 4, 1840.
Tightness of the chest
For the Piles,
Silk
Fancy,
Flag,
Pongee,
and
Bandanna
vidual;
at
the
same
time
enjoining
them
to
solic

a day, or eight thousand tons per annum.
especially in children,
it the medical officers of the metropolitan hospi For all Dropsy,
Hdkfs;
tals
to search the world for such a desideratum, Tender
1
Foul ulcers of the legs,
Feet,
Suspenders ; »Stockings ; Umbrellas ;
To
the
Bald
Headed
,
To cure deafness, fill a clean stone bot
that experience had established as the best and Sore Troat by cancers or other fungus sores,
Bleached Sheeting and Shirting;
AND OTHERS.
;surest.
tle, about the size of a blacking bottle,
however obstinate or
or ulcers,
Bleached Drilling;
In order that NO life may be lost or torture Croup,
T^hOES any know ft neighbor or a friend
long standing,
Unbleached Sheeting and Shirting;
with hot water, lay the ear on the bottle
hereafter by such afflictions, DAL- Whooping Cough,
who has been Bald, and whose head is suffered
s
Fresh Wounds,
Tickings, &c. &c.
as hot as it can be borne, so that the
LEY’S MAGICAL PAIN EXTRACTOR is
Chilblains, &c. &c.
Also—A large assortment of CROCKERY now covered with fine hair? One whose sent forth to the use of man, possessing all the Scald Head,
steam may ascend into it, every night
coat collar was covered with dandruff, though i
AND
GLASS
WARE.
GROCERIES
of
required, and that unbelief, prejudice,'
LOOK OUT.
when going to bed, for five or ten min all kinds ; Paints and Oil; Lamp Oil; Dye brushed every hour—which has now vanish- merits
'
ignorance, may be removed, and it applied
Some Swindlers have counterfeited this ar
utes.
ed entirely ? Or one whose hairs at early and
5
Stuffs, &c. &c.
to every sufferer unhesitatingly, a premium will ticle and put it up with various devices. Do
age
were
turning
grey,
who
now
has
not
a
,
Men’s thick Boots and Shoes ;
be given to every one who shall apply it, and the not be imposed upon.
One thing only will
grey hair ? Children whose heads were cov excrutiating agony be not at once subdued. $100
Contentment. A man that is content
Ladies’ Kid Walking Shoes ;
ered with scurf,—whose hair would not grow, have been offered for months, and no failure has protect you—it is the name of COMSTOCK
Childrens’ thick and thin Shoes;
with a little, has enough.
A quiet and
& Co. ; that name must be always on the
that are now growing the fullest crops of been found.
India Rubber Shoes.
contented mind is the utmost felicity man
One box is enough to save life, and always wrapper, or you are cheated. Do not forget
Also—By the subscribers, about 40 hhds hair ? Some cases must be known to most
can enjoy in this world. It is the crown
persons. Ask them the cause, and you will pain from fifty common burns. Rapid as the it. Take this direction with you, and test by
Coarse Salt. 1000 lbs good Cheese.
and glory of wisdom.
ae told, these things have been done by the wind to subdue fire, frost, torture, inflammation that, or never boy it ; for it is impossible for
MAHOGANY
BUREAUS.
—
and heal the wounded—has no compeer—neither any other to be true or genuine. Sold by
The above articles can be sold as cheap use of the BALM OF COLUMBIA. Of 20 loss
of life nor pain by fire has ever been known COMSTOCK & Co. 71 Maiden Lane, New
years growth in this article, its demand in
IroW. The iron produced in Pennsyl for cash as any in the vicinity.
creasing annually some hundred per cent.— when present, and from every kind of torturous York. For sale in Kennebunk by
vania and labor bestowed on it in that
OAKES & COUSENS.
has snatched its thousands.
A. WARREN.
though when discovered not opposed by any injuries
State by mechanics amount to more than
Kennebunk, Nov. 30.
Composed of thirty compounds, combining all
Nov. 13, 1841.
thing
for
the
same
purpose,
now
assailed
by
the qualities of ANTISEPTIC, NERVINE,
twenty-two million dollars annually.—
almost numberless mushroom trash prepara ASTRINGENT, ANODYNE, HERPETIC,
More than twenty thousand workmen are
Schooner Martha*
tions that will ruin the hair if used to any BALSAMIC, and many minor virtues, impor
Wrapping Paper*
employed in all the branches of its manu
extent. Can more than these facts be want
to medicinal power and perfect cures, is the
THE good packet Schooner ed—refer to the recommendations by a list of tant
REAMS WRAPPING PAPER, of
facture.
cause why it has universal control over all kinds
good quality.
MARTHA, Israel Crediford, names of respectability unequalled by iany of wounds, etc.
5 Reams POST OFFICE Paper.
Master, having superior accom other article. Look at these things—buy this
Dr. E. Upjohn says, for prompt removal of
Who will believe it ? Dr. LardiThis day received—for sale by
modations for Passengers, will article. Stay and preserve your hair by its pain and extensive healing virtues without scar
ner of Heaviside notoriety, with the vic
D. REMICH.
sail from—
not a thing can equal it, and will be used by all.
use,
or
if
bald
restore
it.
Ladies,
attend
to
tim of his seduction, another man’s lawful
Dr. Box says it surpasses every compound on
Kennebunk, Dec. 29.
KENNEBUNK
for BOSTON, this—hundreds in fashionable life are using
wife, united by a sham marriage, is tolerat
earth for rapidly healing without scar and easing
it as the only article really fit for the toilet. pain, and recommends its general use.
— and f r o m —
OR sale a BARN, and a BARN FRAME.
ed as a public instructor by thousands of
For particulars enquire of
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK Long hair is very apt to fall out. Ladies,use
Dr. Brandt says no wound is beyond its rapid
the good moral citizens of Boston. Where
the Balm of Columbia in time to save your power to ease and heal, and embraces all the
NATH’L L. THOMPSON.
is the pulpit? Where the uncompromis every week, wind and weather permitting. selves the disgrace of baldness by neglect of wishes oft required.
Kennebunk, Dec. 18.
3w
For
Freight
or
Passage
apply
to
the
Master
ing morality of the pilgrims ? Verily we
your persons.
A young lady burnt both hands all over with
on
board.
It is your duty, as moralists, to preserve phosphorus, so that it burnt all down the quick to
are induced to believe that cities wink at
Fine Cutlery.
(Jj^The Martha is furnished with extra the beauties of nature, with which a bountiful the root of, and under the nails; without even
the grossest licentiousness and are great
washing it off, applied this ointment, which stop
rigging,
etc.
with
particular
reference
to
run

EN,
Pocket
and Jack KNIVES—a great
Creator
has
endowed
you
—
use
the
Balm,
for
moral sores on the body politick.
This ning in the Winter months—which is worthy
ped the burning pain, and healed them free of
variety of patterns, among them the
it
will
do
it.
man with ms lady could not obtain the consideration of shippers and passen
in a few days.
“ Congress Knives ”—four blades—a superior
CAUTION TO BE REMEMBERED.— scar
Mr. Thomas Ring, from a scar, had asqte leg article.
board in any decent family in any of our gers.
Several most flagrant attempts have been for seven years—cured in a short lime by it.
towns. Yet he is eulogized as a public
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
Scissors—several sizes, and some of supe
made to counterfeit the true Balm of Colum
iy
His son had broken chilblains, incurable until
instructor in the city of Boston—forsooth
rior quality. This day received,by
bia. Some of the impostors have gone so far he applied this, which cured at once.
D. REMICH.
Schooner lïile
he is a man of science.
as to counterfeit the splendid wrappers, and
One box only cured a leg, sore for nine
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
the Falls of Niagara, and every external mark months.
Mrs. McQuade had sore eyes for six years;
THE new packet schooner except the name of Comstock, which they
It is said the progress of temperance in
after trying every thing, cured by few applicaNILE,
D
aniel Ward, /Was/er, dare not forge.
Blank BooksPennsylvania winds up the distilleries at
)
suPerior accommodations
To avoid impositions therefore, alwaysi tions.
GOOD assortment of Ledgers, Journals,
a rapid rate. Five have put out their
'
Every
case
here
referred
to
happened
in
Al

for passengers, will sail from look for the name of Comstock & Co. or of
Wastes, Day Books, Quarto and Octa
in about two months; and every person
fires in one county within three months.
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
Comstock, and never buy the article unless it bany
vo Account Books. Just received, by
named can now be pointed out, and most are well
D. REMICH.
— AND FROM —
has that name upon it.
known. We have the certificates from them all.
The last Philadelphia papers state that
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
Sold Wholesale and Retail, only by
Kennebunkj Dec. 4.
10,000 trials, and all successful, prove Dailey’s
A. WARREN.
the Jersey farmers had been engaged in every week, during the present, season, wind
Magical Pain Extractor inestimable. It not only
and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas
Kennebunk, Nov. 13, 1841.
cures quicker, but gives no additional pain, nor
ploughing for a fortnight past.
Sole Leather*
sage, apply to
D. & S, WARD.
leaves a scar.
1
VI LBS. just received—by
Comstock & Co., wholesale druggists, New bJUVr
Kennebunk-port,
May
21,
1841.
JOSEPH CURTIS & Co.
The Brandon Bank is smashed, All
Wanted^
York, have become the sole wholesale agents for
Kennebunk, Jan. 8.
that was left of the concern, sold on the
Mr. Dailey in America for twenty years. All
ANTED immediately a smart, active orders must be addressed to them, except for the
Molasses & Box Raisins
20th ult. for fifty dollars.
OROCCO and Calf-skin Wallets, vari
Lad,—from fourteen to sixteen years cities of Albany and Troy.
ous sizes and qualities. This day reUST RECEIVED and for sale LOW by
of age,—as an Apprentice to the Tailoring
For sale in Kennebunk by
ceived, by
D. REMICH.
The men of most credit in our times are
Business.
S. WHITTEN.
J. CURTIS & Co.
ALEXANDER WARREN.
tailors, for they credit most men.
Kennebunk, Dec. 2.
August 21.
eoply
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1841.
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
[From the Olive Plant.]
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